We consider the following six hypotheses:
Introduction
Complexity theorists have put considerable effort into investigating the structure and properties of sets in NP. This research led to various hypotheses. In this survey paper we put together. for the first time, six hypotheses that we encountered in our own research as well as in the literature. We believe that these hypotheses are important and are closely related to each other.
The first hypothesis is: "P = NP." This is the most famous and important one and does not need any further introduction.
Most sets in N P that arise from practice turn out to be NP-complete. Moreover since complete sets reflect the structure of a complexity class they receive close attention. Three of our six hypotheses concern sets that are complete or hard for NP.
Selman [Se1821 introduced the P-selective sets in analogue of recursion theory. -4 set is called Pselective iff there exists a polynomial time computable function that from two strings z and y selects one that (if at least one belongs to -4) is in A. He investigated the possibility for N P to have hard sets that are P-showed that N P can not have -hard sets that are k-approximable for some k (unless P = NP). Since P-selective sets are in fact 2-approximable sets this result also improves the bound for P-selective sets. The hypothesis related to this work is: "NP has a truth-table hard set that is Ic-approximable for some k." Ogihara [Ogi95] working on the hypothesis that NP has a truth-table hard P-selective set, took it one step further and considered f (n)-approximable sets for non-constant functions f ( n ) . He showed that if S A T is not alog(n)-approximable for a < 1 unless P = NP. This result subsumes the results on truth-table reductions to k-approximable sets (see Section 3). The hypothesis connected to this work is: "SAT is O(log(n))-approximable."
The next hypothesis states that it is possible to compute S A T in polynomial time when we only consider formulae with at most one satisfying assignment. It is possible to phrase this in terms of sets as: "Unique-SAT E P" (see Section 2). Valiant and Vazirani [VVSS] showed that this set problem for SAT is hard for N P under randomized reductions.
The last hypothesis deals with functions that are computable in polynomial time relative to some set in NP. There are essentially three different ways to define this. The most unrestricted way is that the polynomial time computable function has unrestricted access to an N P oracle and is called FPNP. The next restriction to the oracle mechanism is that the queries have to be non-adaptive: FPYP. The last and most restrictive version is that only O(log(n)) queries are allowed on inputs of length n: F P N P [ ' O g l . The last hypothesis can now be stated as: FPNP['ogl = FPfi".
These are the main characters of our paper. We show that these hypotheses are closely related to each other and in Section 3 we show which of these hypotheses implies any of the others. Furthermore we give background information on each of them individually and we indicate which problems are still open. The main open question however is to show that any two of these six hypotheses are equivalent.
We should note that probably all of the six hypotheses are false since all of them imply that NP C P/poZy and this on its turn implies that the polynomial time hierarchy collapses to its second level [KL80] .
Until recently no oracles were known that showed that any of these hypotheses are different from each other. However recent progress hals been made in this direction (see Section 7 ) .
Preliminaries
We assume the reader familiar with basic notions of computation and complexity theory as can be found e.g. in [HU79, BDG88, BDG90, GJ791 and many other textbooks.
Central to the six hypotheses in this paper however are the following notions, which we will highlight here by separately defining them. For a set A we will identify A with its characteristic function. Hence for a string z, A ( x ) E ( 0 , l ) and A ( x ) = 1 iff x E A. For two strings z and y and a P-selective set A, a p-selector excludes one of the four possibilities for the string A(z)A(y) (either 01 or 10 is impossible). A generalization extends this exclusion to one of the possible settings for the string A ( x 1 ) . . . A(x,+) for some function k(n). For constant k , this notion was called "approximability" of sets (see Beigel et al. [BKS95] 
1}* and there is a constant c such that L is accepted by a polynomial time bounded Turing machine making at most f ( n ) e-ary nondeterministic moves}
Kintala and Fischer denote NP(f(n)) as Pf(,). 
Moreover the proof of Lemma 2.11 is constructible: Suppose we have a polynomial-time algorithm that on S = 2 1 , . . . , xd+1 computes a subset of S that is not in { A n F I F E F}. Lemma 2.11 gives us a polynomial-time algorithm to compute {A n F I F E F} in time polynomial in n and the sizes of the elements of A.
Relations
In this section we will show which of the six hypotheses implies any of the others. The relations are given in Figure 1 .
Theorem 3.1 P = NP + SAT I::t Psel.
Proof: If P = NP then SAT is in P and reduces to any set. 0
Unique-SAT in P Proof: Let g be the function that k-approximates A.
Define the following family of sets:
It follows that the VC-dimension of .?' is at most k ~1 .
We then apply the constructible version of Lemma 2.11. 0
We now give the proof of Theorem 3.3. Proof: Let M witness the fact that S A T truth-table reduces to a k-approximable set A. let f E FPrP via machine M j . On input x , M j colmputes the following queries 41, . . . , qr to SAT, for 1 some polynomial.
Next reduce each of these queries to A with M , yielding a set of queries q ; , . . . , q i , , for 1' a polynomial. The following theorem is implicit in [Bei88, Todglb] Theorem 3.5 (Beigel-Toda) FPNP II = FPNP['ogl =$ Unique-SAT is in P Proof: We have to show that there is a polynomial time algorithm that tells formulae with exactly one satisfying assignment apart from ones that are unsatisfiable. Consider the function f (4) 
Proof: By Lemma 2.9 we have that FSAT is mc enumerable for some c where m is the input length of FSAT. Given any 2clog(n) formulae 41,. . . , q52c10g(n) each of size at most n. The size of these 2clog(n) formulae is bounded by 2clog(n) x n and thus
enumerable. Thus one of the n2' vectors for FSAT has not been enumerated. 0 is 2clog(2clog(n)xn) < n~+ l
Selective and Approximable
The question whether sets that have simple structure could be hard for N P dates back to the BermanHartrnanis conjecture [BH77] and subsequent work by Mahaney for sparse sets [Mah82] . Following sparse sets, the first sets of simple structure to be considered were the P-selective sets introduced by [Se179]. P-selective sets, though of arbitrary complexity, are structurally simple sets. The p-selector function induces an ordering that reduces the number of possible "membership configurations" of two strings. For a P-selective set A and two strings z and y either x E A A y $2 A or y E A A z $2 A is ruled out by the p-selector. This property makes P-selective sets structurally as simple as being Turing equivalent to tally sets [Se182] . Generalizing the structural restriction: "Not all 2n membership configurations of n strings are possible" has induced many related notions. Among the many notions that pertain to this idea are: P-selective sets [Se179, HHN+95] Because of the structural relation between Pselective sets and sparse sets, one might not be too surprised that hardness of P-selective sets for N P is as unlikely as hardness for N P of sparse sets. It is quite easy to see that SAT itself cannot be Pselective unless P = NP. Buhrman and Torenvliet [BT96b] showed that SAT cannot be 1-tt reducible to a P-selective set.
Toda [Todgla] , building upon insights provided by KO [Ko83] , proved that in the special case of the existence of only one satisfying assignment, reduction to a P-selective set would imply polynomial time decidability. In fact Toda's results hold for the more general k-approximable sets. In this section we cite all results for k-approximable sets. Since P-selective sets are k-approximable sets with k = 2, all these results also hold for P-selective sets. Similar ideas were obtained independently by Beigel [Bei88] .
Theorem 4.1 (Beigel-Toda) 1. P = U P if and only if U P <ft b A P P .
Unique-SAT E P if and only i f Unique-
SATQ <ft bAPP for some &.
P = NP if and only i f f a ; Ift bAPP
4. P = PSPACE zf and only PSPACE sft b A P P .
EXP -$ft bAPP
The Turing reduction of bAPP sets to sparse sets (Theorem 2.3) allows us to apply the famous KarpLipton theorem [KL80] showing a collapse of the polynomial-hierarchy if SAT is Turing-reducible to a sparse sets. For P-selective sets k = 2 and hence a < 1 follows.
To understand this result we first show a relationship between reducing to bAPP and rlognapproximability.
Theorem 4.6 If SAT <",--,, to some kapproximable set for some a < & then SAT is r log n approximable for some r < 1.
Proof: Note that in Lemma 3.4 the number of vectors is actually bounded by k x nk-'. Hence if we have T log n formulae 41, . . . , 4T log we can reduce these to a k-approximable set A via a reduction that produces ne queries for a total of (r log n)na < r x np where we can exclude at least one possibility, which means that SAT is r log napproximable.
We can then apply the following result from [AA96, BKS95, Ogi951.
Theorem 4.7 (AABKOS) If SAT is rlognappro.cimable for some r < 1 then P = N P .
To give a flavor of the proof we prove the following weaker result. with the property that 4 is satisfiable iff at least one of these formulae is satisfiable. Now let f be a 2-approximator and let f(4l V 42,41 V 4s) = ( b l , b z ) . In all cases one formula in the self-reduction can be discarded and the corresponding branch in the selfreduction tree ends. Hence the self-reduction can be expanded always keeping only four formulae in the game. When all remaining self-reduction branches are extended to their full length, satisfiability of 4 can be decided trivially. 0 A polynomial (even fixed) number of queries in Theorem 4.5 is not yet in sight, nor does the proof technique seem to be extendible to obtain such a result. On the other hand there is no known oracle where P # N P and SAT L:t Psel.
The notion of P-selectivity has been extended to other types of selector functions ([HHNf95]) for these (mostly nondeterministic) selec1,or types similar results are known. These are however outside the scope of this paper.
The value r < 1 seems to be a real bottleneck of the technique (see [Ogi95] for a discussion) used for the proof, but on the other hand no oracle is known where P # N P and SAT is O(1ogn)-approximable.
At first glance one might think that FPTP = FPNP[logl since this is true for the language classes: P r p = PNP[log] IBH91, Waggo]. Indeed this result yields that FPYP = F P N P [ ' O g l when only functions are considered that compute log(n) output bits (i.e. functions from (0, 1)" to (0, l)o(log(n))). However FPrP = FPNP['ogl implies Unique-SAT in P and this implies that the polynomial hierarchy collapses (see Section 6). For overview papers on functions classes and related problems see [JT95, JT97, Se1961.
In Lemma 2.9 we saw that FPrP = FPNP[logl is equivalent to F s a~ being polynomial enumerable. We can use these ideas to get equivalences of FPrP = FPNP[logl to many other hypotheses.
Theorem
The following are equivalent:
where NPSV is the class of single-valued nondeterministic functions (see [Se196] ).
Some progress has been made on showing the equivalence with P = NP. Jenrier and Toran [JT95] showed that FPf;' = F P N P [ ' O g l implies that S A T can be computed in less than 2" time. They also showed that languages recognized by nondeterministic polynomial time machines that make logk(n) nondeterministic moves are in P.
Buhrman and Fortnow showed that the FPYP = FPNP['ogl question can be phrased as a question on resource bounded Kolmogorov complexity [BF97] . All the above results have not established the equivalence with P = N P . We note here that in order to obtain an equivalence it is sufficient t o prove that FPYP = FpNP['"gl j PNP = P r P by the following theorern. This argument shows that it is actually sufficient t o prove that F P T = FPNPIlogl implies that some satisfying assignment can be found in FPrP. See [WT93, BT96a] for this question. Watanabe and Toda show that relative to a random oracle it is the case that some satisfying assignment can be found in FPrP. However relative to a random oracle all of the six hypotheses fail (see Section 7).
6 Unique-SAT is in P
The hypotheses "Unique-SAT is in P" is a promise problem. It states the existence of a polynomial time algorithm that, under the promise that a formula has either no or a single satisfying assignment, decides whether this formula is satisfiable. Valiant and Vazirani showed that SAT is randomly reducible t o Unique-SATQ for any predicate &. Proof: Given a formula 4, use Theorem 6.1 to randomly produce a list of nc formulae. Next for each of these formula I$%, use that Unique-SAT is in P algorithm to try generate a satisfying assignment for A.
This can be done using the selfreducibility of S A T (See [BDG88] for details). If a satisfying assignment has been found accept 4 and if for every i no assignment was found reject. The fact that the polynomial hierarchy collapses follows since it is known that R E Plpaly and NP E P/poZy implies that the polynomial hierarchy collapses [KL80] . U Another consequence of Unique-SAT E P is that FewP, the class of languages that are accepted by nondeterministic polynomial time Turing machines that have at most a polynomial number of accepting paths, is in P. This was essentially proved in Toda's paper (TodSla]. We mentioned before that all the six hypotheses imply that N P E PlpoZy. This is equivalent to SAT Ift SPARSE. Ogihara and Watanabe [OWgll showed that if S A T <;tt SPARSE then P = NP. With a slightly weaker hypothesis Cai, Naik, and Sivakumar [CNS96] proved the following: Theorem 6.5 (Cai-Naik-Sivakumar) If SAT <zt t S P A R S E then Unaque-SAT E P.
Relat ivizat ion
To understand the difficulty of proving results about the six hypotheses, it is useful to turn to the theory of relativizatian. All of the results in this paper relativize, i.e., hold if every machine has access to the same oracle. See Fortnow [For941 for a discussion of the importance and limitations of relativization results.
In order t o relativize some of the questions related to the six hypotheses we need a relativized version of S A T developed by Goldsmith and Joseph [GJ93] . Relativized SATA has several extra The proof uses ideas from Homer and Longpr6 [HL94] . Proof: First start with an oraclle that makes P = PSPACE. We build a new oracle on top of this one.
Define the language L(A) = {In I There exists a string z off length n in A.} For all A we have L( A) E NPA .
We diagonalize P from NP in the same way as Baker, Gill and Solovay [BGS75] . However we will guarantee that we put at most one string in at every length and the string we put in will be among the first 2ftn) %2 strings of length n. Since 2f(n) @ 2 is greater than every polynomial, we are able to use the Baker, Gill and Solovay diagonalization technique.
Suppose we are given f ( n ) formulae. Note there are only 2 f ( n ) @l possibilities for the oracle strings of length n (the oracle could be empty). Using our P = PSPACE base oracle we can compute some possible setting of the f(n) formulae that cannot occur. 0 Generalizing these techniques we get additional relativized worlds.
Theorem 7.4 Let f ( n ) = w(1ogn). There exists a relativized world where 1. P # NP.
S A T is f ( n ) -T u r i n g reducible to a P-selective set
and thus a k approxcimable set for k 2 2 .
3. FPfP FPNP[f(n)l.
Open Problems
In this section we summarize the open problems. For most of these problems it is not even known whether there are relativized worlds where they fail, so relativized results are welcome too.
The main open problems are the following.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
Show that any two of the six hypotheses are equivalent to each other.
Show that S A T is O(1og n)-approximable implies Unique-SAT is in P or vice versa.
Show that if FP:[og(nl)-tt C -FPNP[logl then P = NP. This is the stronger version of the hypothesis FPYP = FPNP[log7.
Show that if there is a E; -complete set that is O(1ogn)-approximable then P = NP. (Similar for PSPACE).
(related to Section 6 ) Is E; = UPNP.
Show that if SAT <' & SPARSE then P = NP.
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